Bacteria use proteases to control three types of events temporally and spatially during the processes of morphological development. These events are the destruction of regulatory proteins, activation of regulatory proteins, and production of signals. While some of these events are entirely cytoplasmic, others involve intramembrane proteolysis of a substrate, transmembrane signaling, or secretion. In some cases, multiple proteolytic events are organized into pathways, for example turnover of a regulatory protein activates a protease that generates a signal. We review well-studied and emerging examples and identify recurring themes and important questions for future research. We focus primarily on paradigms learned from studies of model organisms, but we note connections to regulated proteolytic events that govern bacterial adaptation, biofilm formation and disassembly, and pathogenesis.
Introduction
Bacteria have evolved different regulatory strategies that allow them to adapt to changing conditions including changes in gene expression, cellular differentiation, and changes in motility. In several of these strategies, proteolysis plays an essential role. Regulation by proteolysis is highly versatile and involved in diverse processes such as stress responses, growth, division, the cell cycle, development with cell differentiation, pathogenesis, biofilm formation and disassembly, and protein secretion (for recent, general reviews on regulated proteolysis; Gottesman, 2003; Jenal & Hengge-Aronis, 2003; Kirstein et al., 2009a; Gur et al., 2011) .
Proteolysis in bacteria comes in two forms: general proteolysis and regulated proteolysis (Schmidt et al., 2009) . General proteolysis is important for protein homeostasis and the removal of misfolded or damaged proteins and is an essential part of the cellular protein quality control system. Regulated proteolysis is the specific removal or modification by proteolytic cleavage of proteins in response to specific signals. General as well as regulated proteolysis depends on a high degree of protease substrate specificity to avoid haphazard degradation of proteins. In the case of regulated proteolysis, a substrate may contain one or more specific degradation signals, also referred to as degrons, which targets the protein to a protease (Kirstein et al., 2009a) . Alternatively, the substrate protein interacts with an adaptor protein that targets the substrate to the protease (Jenal & Hengge-Aronis, 2003; Kirstein et al., 2009a) .
Generally, regulated proteolysis may result in the complete degradation of a protein, also referred to as processive proteolysis, in that way effectively ridding a cell of that protein (Jenal & Hengge-Aronis, 2003) . Alternatively, the protein substrate is not completely degraded but specifically cleaved, giving rise to a modified protein, which is the active form of the protein or has an altered activity compared with the uncleaved protein (Jenal & Hengge-Aronis, 2003) . This type of proteolysis, which is sometimes referred to as nonprocessive proteolysis or processing, is typically important in the regulation of transcription factors as well as in the generation of intercellular signals.
The accumulation level of any cellular protein is the net result of the balance between synthesis and degradation. Because proteolysis is fast, it has been argued (Gottesman, 2003; Jenal & Hengge-Aronis, 2003) that regulation by proteolysis is advantageous in systems where a fast response is needed such as under stress conditions: (1) a protein can be quickly activated without the delay associated with transcriptional and translational control mechanisms or (2) a protein can be efficiently removed when it is no longer needed on a much faster timescale than the simple dilution by growth would allow. Because proteolysis is also irreversible, it is an especially effective regulatory mechanism in cases where a robust, irreversible commitment is required such as during cell cycle progression and cell differentiation. In addition to providing temporal control of regulatory proteins, proteolysis can be localized to a particular subcellular region, allowing spatial control of the accumulation of a regulatory protein that leads to the generation of cellular asymmetry, consequently dictating cell fate upon cell division.
Proteolysis is achieved by proteases, or peptidases, a group of enzymes that hydrolyze peptide bonds. They are catalogued on the basis of the active site residue or ion that carries out catalysis, that is serine, threonine, cysteine, glutamic, asparagine, aspartic, and metallo proteases (Rawlings et al., 2012) . General as well as regulated processive proteolysis of cytoplasmic proteins is carried out by a set of related chaperone-protease complexes (Kirstein et al., 2009a) . The chaperones belong to the AAA+ protein family and use hydrolysis of ATP to unfold and then translocate a substrate protein into the proteolytic chamber of the associated protease. Examples of the chaperones include ClpA, ClpX, ClpC, and HslU (also referred to as ClpY), and the associated proteases are ClpP and HslV (also referred to as ClpQ). Combining an ATPase with a protease gives rise to the so-called ATP-dependent proteases such as ClpAP, ClpXP, ClpCP, and HslUV. The Lon and FtsH proteases are two exceptions to this general scheme, and in these two proteins, the AAA+ ATPase and protease domains are located within the same polypeptide. The importance of regulating processive proteolysis is underscored by the recent finding that the antibiotic ADEP binds to ClpP and turns it into an uncontrolled protease (Kirstein et al., 2009b; Lee et al., 2010) . The proteases involved in nonprocessive proteolysis of substrate proteins are more diverse and often dedicated to cutting just one specific substrate. A theme that has emerged in regulated proteolysis of membrane-inserted protein substrates is the involvement of intramembrane proteases, which cleave substrates within a membrane or near its surface in a process called regulated intramembrane proteolysis (RIP).
Here, we review regulated proteolysis in bacterial development and differentiation. Bacteria use regulated proteolysis to control three types of events temporally and spatially during development. The events are the destruction of regulatory proteins, activation of regulatory proteins, and production of intercellular signals (Fig. 1) . These three types of events are reviewed in three major sections below. Of course, in some cases, multiple events are organized into pathways (e.g. turnover of a regulatory protein activates a protease that subsequently generates a signal). In these cases, we emphasize one event and review the pathway in the major section devoted to that type of event. We review well-studied and emerging examples, and we attempt to identify recurring themes and important questions for future research. We focus primarily on paradigms learned from studies of model organisms undergoing development and differentiation, but we note connections to regulated proteolytic events that govern bacterial adaptation, biofilm formation and disassembly, and pathogenesis.
Principles of regulated proteolysis from stress response studies
Regulated proteolysis is particularly well studied in bacterial stress responses. Five examples are instructive to describe the circuit design for regulated proteolysis as well as mechanistic principles for the regulation of proteolysis. Notably, regulated proteolysis in bacterial development and differentiation often involves variations over these In many cases, the protease(s) remains to be identified. A precursor protein is cleaved one or more times to produce a protein, peptide, or amino acid that acts as an intercellular signal.
circuit designs. Regulated proteolysis leading to the complete destruction of a protein substrate with a regulatory function is common in bacterial stress responses. In these responses, proteolysis of a transcription factor or of a protein that regulates the activity of a transcription factor is regulated in response to a particular stress cue or signal, resulting in the generation of a specific output response. In the cases of the alternative sigma factors r S and r H in Escherichia coli and the transcription activator ComK in Bacillus subtilis, proteolytic degradation is constitutive in the absence of the cognate signal. In response to the relevant signal, proteolytic degradation is inhibited and the transcription factor accumulates. Conversely, in the case of the transcriptional repressor CtsR in B. subtilis, proteolytic degradation is induced in response to the relevant signal, thus relieving repression. Similarly, in the case of the antisigma factor RseA in E. coli, the relevant signal results in the complete degradation of RseA so that r E is released from inhibition.
Briefly, r S is the master regulator of the general stress response in E. coli (for review, see Battesti et al., 2011) . r S is synthesized under nonstress conditions; however, it is immediately targeted for ClpXP-dependent proteolysis by the adaptor protein RssB also known as SprE (Fig. 2a) . In response to different types of stresses including starvation, osmotic stress, temperature stress, and pH stress, r S is stabilized. Two mechanisms involved in this stabilization are (1) regulation of RssB activity by antiadaptor proteins such as IraP, IraM, and IraD, which are synthesized in response to specific stresses and bind to RssB, interfering with RssB-dependent delivery of r S to ClpXP, and (2) increased synthesis of r S , which outtitrates RssB. RssB activity has been suggested to be regulated by phosphorylation by the histidine protein kinase ArcB (Mika & Hengge, 2005) , which is regulated by the cellular energy state; however, it remains controversial whether RssB phosphorylation is important for adaptor function (Peterson et al., 2004) . Regardless, the net accumulation of r S is the outcome of the balance between constitutive destruction by ClpXP, on the one hand, and regulation of adaptor activity and r S synthesis, on the other hand. r H is the master regulator of the heat shock response in E. coli (for review, see Narberhaus et al., 2009) . r H is constitutively degraded by FtsH in the absence of heat shock and targeted to FtsH by DnaK (Fig. 2a) . In response to heat shock, aggregated and unfolded proteins accumulate and titrate DnaK, causing stabilization of r H . Synthesis of r H is also increased (for review, see Yura & Nakahigashi, 1999) . Thus, in the case of r H , net accumulation is determined by the balance between constitutive destruction by FtsH, on the one hand, and availability of the adaptor DnaK and r H synthesis, on the other.
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Signal ComK is the master regulator of genetic competence in B. subtilis. ComK is targeted to the ClpCP protease by the adaptor protein MecA and is constitutively degraded (for review, see Kirstein et al., 2009a; Fig. 2a) . At a high cell density, the intercellular signaling molecule ComX leads to the synthesis of ComS, a 46-residue protein that binds to MecA and causes the release and stabilization of ComK. Here again, constitutive degradation is blocked in a specific manner, leading to the accumulation of a transcription factor.
The opposite type of regulation is observed for the regulator of the heat shock response CtsR in B. subtilis (for review, see Kirstein et al., 2009a; Fig. 2a) . In the absence of heat shock, CtsR is stable and inhibits the expression of class III heat shock genes. In response to heat shock, the adaptor protein McsB binds CtsR, which also undergoes conformational changes in response to heat (Elsholz et al., 2010) , and targets it for degradation by the ClpCP protease. As such, McsB is important for the heatinduced inactivation and subsequent degradation of CtsR. Interestingly, ClpC and ClpP localize dynamically to clusters in both polar regions of the cell (Kain et al., 2008; Kirstein et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2008) , and McsB and CtsR display similar localization patterns (Kirstein et al., 2008) .
The fifth instructive example concerns RseA (for reviews, see Ades, 2008; Clausen et al., 2011; Kroos & Akiyama, 2013) , which is a r E antisigma factor in E. coli (Fig. 2b) . r E is held in an inactive state by its interaction with the cytoplasmic domain of the inner membrane protein RseA and is activated in response to unfolded outer membrane proteins in the periplasm. In response to the inducing signal, the inner membrane protease DegS is activated and cleaves RseA on the periplasmic side. This cleavage is immediately followed by cleavage of RseA in the transmembrane segment by RseP (also known as YaeL) by RIP, causing the release of the cytoplasmic domain of RseA. This domain, in turn, is immediately degraded by ClpXP, freeing r E to direct transcription of its regulon. Thus, in this system, the accumulation of an antisigma factor is regulated and the presence of an inducing signal sets in motion a sequential and continuous proteolytic cascade that leads to the destruction of RseA and the release of r E . RIP by RseP homologs as part of a regulated proteolytic cascade has emerged as a common theme in regulated proteolysis not only in bacteria but also in eukaryotes (Brown et al., 2000; Urban, 2009) . Generally, in these cascades, the first proteolytic cleavage is the rate-limiting step and is carried out by a protease often referred to as a site-1-protease; the second cleavage immediately follows and is carried out by an RseP homolog often referred to as the site-2-protease or intramembrane metalloprotease (IMMP). In the case of degradation of transmembrane antisigma factors, the cytoplasmic domain is immediately degraded. However, in other cases, such as PodJ in Caulobacter crescentus (see details below), the product of the second cleavage accumulates. Moreover, in the case of Pro-r K in B. subtilis, substrate cleavage by the IMMP does not depend on prior cleavage of the substrate by a site-1-protease (see details below).
Destruction of regulatory proteins
Here, we review four examples of destruction of regulatory proteins (Fig. 1a) by ClpXP-dependent regulated proteolysis in bacterial development. Notably, these regulated proteolysis events are not induced by external cues or signals but are tied in with the cell cycle. Three of these, degradation of CtrA, PdeA, and CpdR, are temporally regulated during the swarmer-to-stalk cell transition in C. crescentus and allow cell cycle progression to be coupled with pole development. In addition, degradation of CtrA is spatially regulated in predivisional cells and occurs specifically in the compartment destined to become the stalked cell, while CtrA is maintained in the compartment destined to become the swarmer cell, and in this case, regulated proteolysis is important for cell fate determination. The fourth example involves the cell cycle-dependent destruction of Sda in B. subtilis during sporulation and allows chromosome status, that is DNA damage or ongoing replication, to be tied in with the initiation of sporulation. Finally in this section, we review three examples of destruction of regulatory proteins (Fig. 1a) by ClpCP-dependent proteolysis: compartmentspecific degradation of SpoIIAB during B. subtilis sporulation and turnover of DegU and SlrR to regulate B. subtilis motility and biofilm disassembly, respectively.
Cell cycle-regulated degradation of CtrA, PdeA, and CpdR in C. crescentus
The C. crescentus cell cycle is characterized by an asymmetric cell division that results in the generation of two different cell types: the motile, flagellated and piliated swarmer cell and the sessile, stalked cell (Fig. 3a) . After cell division, the stalked cell immediately enters the S phase of a new cell cycle with the initiation of replication and produces a new flagellum and pili at the pole opposite the stalk. In contrast, the swarmer cell does not initiate replication but remains in the G1 phase of the cell cycle. At some point, the swarmer cell differentiates into a stalked cell with release of the flagellum and retraction of pili and their replacement with a stalk and its associated holdfast. In parallel, the cell enters the S phase of the cell cycle (for recent reviews on the C. crescentus cell cycle and its regulation, see Laub et al., 2007; Jenal, 2009; Kirkpatrick & Viollier, 2012; Tsokos & Laub, 2012) . Cell cycle progression in C. crescentus is controlled by four master regulators: DnaA, GcrA, CtrA, and CcrM. The accumulation of all four regulators oscillates during the cell cycle and is controlled by a dynamic balance between temporally regulated synthesis and degradation by proteolysis (Jenal, 2009) . The DNA replication initiator protein and transcriptional regulator DnaA is degraded in a cell cycle-dependent manner by ClpP and apparently independently of the ClpX and ClpA ATPases (Gorbatyuk & Marczynski, 2005) ; the protease involved in degradation of the global regulator GcrA is not known; and, CcrM, an adenine DNA methyltransferase, is constitutively degraded by Lon (Wright et al., 1996) .
CtrA has two functions in C. crescentus cell cycle regulation: (1) the inhibition of DNA replication in swarmer cells (Quon et al., 1998) and (2) the regulation of expression of many cell cycle-dependent genes in predivisional cells (Laub et al., 2000) . ctrA expression is initiated in late stalked cells and peaks in late predivisional cells (Quon et al., 1996) . CtrA is specifically degraded in the stalked cell compartment of the late predivisional to allow the generation of the characteristic cellular asymmetry upon cell division (Fig. 3a) . CtrA remains in swarmer cells until it is cleared by proteolytic degradation during the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition to allow DNA replication to occur (Fig. 3a) . CtrA is a response regulator, and its activity is controlled at the levels of transcription, phosphorylation, and protein stability (Domian et al., 1997) . Thus, CtrA is degraded at two points during the cell cycle: degradation is temporally regulated during the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition and spatially regulated in the stalked compartment of the late predivisional cell.
CtrA is activated by phosphorylation by the CckAChpT phosphorelay (Domian et al., 1999; Biondi et al., 2006) . CtrA activity is eliminated during the swarmerto-stalked cell transition by two redundant mechanisms, dephosphorylation and proteolysis. During the swarmerto-stalked cell transition, the CckA-ChpT phosphorelay is inhibited and the phosphate flow is reversed, resulting in CtrA dephosphorylation (Biondi et al., 2006; Fig. 3b ). CtrA degradation depends on ClpXP (Jenal & Fuchs, 1998) and involves dynamic co-localization with ClpXP at the incipient stalked cell pole . Two signaling pathways converge to bring the protease and its substrate together at the same subcellular site: the CckA-ChpT phosphorelay together with the response regulator CpdR brings ClpXP to the incipient stalked cell pole and the PleD/DgcB-PopA-RcdA pathway takes CtrA to the same pole (Fig. 3b) .
CpdR is a single-domain response regulator and is also phosphorylated by the CckA-ChpT phosphorelay (Biondi et al., 2006) . As opposed to CtrA, which is active in the phosphorylated form, phosphorylation of CpdR keeps the protein inactive. As mentioned, during the swarmerto-stalked cell transition, the CckA-ChpT phosphorelay is inhibited; therefore, CpdR accumulates in its active unphosphorylated form at this stage of the cell cycle (Biondi et al., 2006; Iniesta et al., 2006) . Unphosphorylated CpdR localizes to the incipient stalked pole and recruits ClpXP to this pole Fig. 3b ). Because CtrA and CpdR are both regulated by the CckAChpT phosphorelay, CtrA deactivation and degradation is synchronized in time.
At the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition, polar localization of CtrA is accomplished by a cell cycle-dependent increase in the concentration of the second messenger cdi-GMP. This increase is a result of the activation of two diguanylate cyclases, PleD and DgcB (Duerig et al., 2009; Abel et al., 2011; Fig. 3b ). PleD activity is activated via its phosphorylation and localizes to the incipient stalked cell pole resulting in local production of c-di-GMP (Paul et al., 2008) . DgcB is present throughout the cell cycle and is activated by the proteolytic degradation of its antagonist, the phosphodiesterase PdeA (Abel et al., 2011) , by ClpXP at the swarmer-to-stalked transition resulting in a boost in c-di-GMP accumulation (Abel et al., 2011; Fig. 3b ). c-di-GMP binds to and activates PopA. Activated PopA, in turn, localizes to the incipient stalked cell pole (Duerig et al., 2009) and recruits RcdA, which subsequently serves as a polar targeting factor for CtrA Fig. 3b ). Once at the incipient stalked pole, CtrA co-localizes with ClpXP and is destroyed (Jenal & Fuchs, 1998; McGrath et al., 2006) . Importantly, to ensure spatiotemporal coordination of ClpXP and CtrA localization, both signaling pathways are interconnected by (1) unphosphorylated CpdR not only serving as a polar recruitment factor for ClpXP but also as an adaptor for ClpXP-dependent degradation of PdeA (Abel et al., 2011) and (2) RcdA being recruited to the pole not only by PopA (Duerig et al., 2009 ) but also by ClpX Fig. 3b) . Ultimately, CpdR is also degraded by ClpXP, causing the release of ClpXP from the pole and relieving the degradation of CtrA (Iniesta & Shapiro, 2008; Fig. 3b) .
CtrA is also specifically degraded in the stalked compartment but not in the swarmer compartment of the late predivisional cell (Domian et al., 1997) . The CckAChpT-CpdR phosphorelay is inactive in the stalked and active in the swarmer compartment of the late predivisional cell (for reviews, see Laub et al., 2007; Jenal, 2009; Tsokos & Laub, 2012) . Therefore, CpdR is in its unphosphorylated form in the stalked compartment allowing CpdR, ClpXP, RcdA, and CtrA to localize to the stalked pole where CtrA degradation occurs (Ryan et al., 2004; Iniesta et al., 2006; McGrath et al., 2006) .
CpdR is not only a polar localization factor for ClpXP but also serves directly as an adaptor for PdeA degradation (Abel et al., 2011; Rood et al., 2012) . In contrast, RcdA is not an adaptor for CtrA and is not required for CtrA proteolysis in vitro (Chien et al., 2007) , suggesting that the primary function of RcdA is in polar positioning of CtrA. It, however, remains an open question whether co-localization of ClpXP and CtrA is essential for the regulated degradation of CtrA. On the one hand, ClpXP degradation of CtrA depends on positioning the protease at the cell pole because in a cpdR mutant, ClpXP does not degrade CtrA . However, substitutions in RcdA that disrupt polar RcdA and CtrA localization do not affect CtrA proteolysis, suggesting that RcdA may not stimulate CtrA proteolysis by localizing CtrA at the cell pole (Taylor et al., 2009) . Also, it is not known whether CpdR functions as an adaptor for CtrA delivery to ClpXP. Clearly, localized degradation of CtrA in the stalked compartment of the late predivisional cells seems beneficial and could explain the spatially regulated destruction of CtrA in the stalked compartment. The degradation of CtrA at the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition could, at least in principle, also fulfill its function without localization of the involved proteins. However, the cell cycle-dependent localization of protease and substrate could be one way in which proteolytic activity is tied in with the cell cycle. Additional ClpXP substrates that are degraded in a cell cycle-dependent manner were recently identified (Bhat et al., 2013) . It will be interesting to determine whether the activity of ClpXP in general depends on its localization.
Cell cycle-regulated degradation of structural proteins in C. crescentus
Proteolysis not only controls the accumulation of regulatory proteins in C. crescentus but also plays an important role in cell differentiation and maintenance of cellular asymmetry by ridding the swarmer cell of its polar flagellum, pili, and chemotaxis machinery during the swarmerto-stalked cell transition (Jenal, 2009; Kirkpatrick & Viollier, 2012) . Shedding of the polar flagellum is initiated by the degradation of FliF in the MS ring (Jenal & Shapiro, 1996) . ClpAP is the protease responsible for FliF degradation in vivo (Gr€ unenfelder et al., 2004) ; however, the molecular mechanism(s) responsible for activation of FliF proteolytic degradation by ClpAP remains unknown. The chemoreceptor proteins McpA and McpB are substrates of ClpXP and are also degraded during the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition (Tsai & Alley, 2001; Potocka et al., 2002) . Interestingly, degradation of McpA, similarly to CtrA, depends on CpdR .
Cell cycle-regulated degradation of Sda in B. subtilis
In response to nutrient limitations and at a high cell density, B. subtilis cells can initiate a developmental program that culminates in endospore formation ( Fig. 4 ; for review, see Kroos, 2007) . Initiation of spore formation is also cell cycle-regulated and only occurs in cells containing two fully replicated, undamaged chromosomes. The coupling between the cell cycle, replication stress, DNA damage, and initiation of sporulation depends on the Sda protein. Sda binds to and inhibits the histidine protein kinase KinA (Burkholder et al., 2001 ), which is a major kinase for the master regulator of sporulation, the response regulator Spo0A. The inhibition of KinA kinase activity results in reduced levels of phosphorylated Spo0A, and therefore, the initiation of sporulation is blocked when Sda accumulates. The sda gene is transcribed in a cell cycle-dependent manner and activated by the DnaA protein at the onset of replication (Veening et al., 2009; Fig. 3c ). Moreover, sda transcription is activated by the DnaA protein in response to replication stress and DNA damage (Burkholder et al., 2001; Ruvolo et al., 2006; Fig. 3c) . Importantly, Sda is constitutively degraded (Ruvolo et al., 2006; Fig. 3c ). In vivo this degradation depends on ClpXP; however, in vitro ClpXP alone is insufficient to degrade Sda, suggesting that an adaptor protein may be involved in targeting Sda to ClpXP (Ruvolo et al., 2006) . Replication stress and DNA damage do not affect Sda proteolysis (Ruvolo et al., 2006) . Thus, in the case of the Sda protein, regulated activation of sda transcription in combination with constitutive proteolysis allows Sda to specifically accumulate in response to a cell cycle signal (initiation of replication), replication stress, or DNA damage, in this way allowing the coupling between chromosome status and initiation of sporulation. Overall, the design of the regulatory circuit that allows the accumulation of Sda is similar to the designs of the circuits governing r S , r H , and ComK accumulation (Fig. 2a) .
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Compartment-specific degradation of regulators during B. subtilis sporulation Sda is degraded as DNA replication proceeds in starving B. subtilis cells, allowing sporulation to initiate. Sporulation in B. subtilis depends on the creation of unequal cellular compartments by the asymmetrically positioned septum (Fig. 4 ). Subsequent to septum formation, the smaller forespore is engulfed by the mother cell and then the spore cortex and coat are synthesized. Eventually, the mother cell lyses and the spore are released. The larger mother cell and the smaller forespore each receive a copy of the genome. Different genes are expressed in each compartment due to the activation of different sigma factors (see details below; for review, see Kroos, 2007) . Briefly, r F becomes active in the forespore and this activity results in regulated proteolysis of Pro-r E in the mother cell in a process that depends on intercellular signaling. In the forespore, r F directs transcription of the gene encoding r G and r G is activated upon the completion of forespore engulfment. In the mother cell, r E directs transcription of the gene for Pro-r K and regulated proteolysis results in active r K in the mother cell in a process that also depends on intercellular signaling because it is initiated by r G activity in the forespore. r F and Pro-r E are synthesized before the formation of the asymmetric septum. However, several mechanisms ensure that r F becomes active first, and only in the forespore. One of these mechanisms involves foresporespecific degradation of the antisigma factor SpoIIAB by ClpCP (Pan et al., 2001) . As mentioned, ClpC and ClpP localize to clusters in the polar regions of growing cells (Kain et al., 2008; Kirstein et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2008) . During sporulation, ClpCP preferentially accumulates in the forespore, and this may contribute to forespore-specific degradation of SpoIIAB and activation of r F (Kain et al., 2008) . r F activity in the forespore leads to proteolytic cleavage of Pro-r E and accumulation of active r E in the mother cell (see details below). Compartment-specific proteolysis appears to prevent Pro-r E and r E from accumulating in the forespore, but the protease(s) remains to be identified (Ju et al., 1998; Fujita & Losick, 2002) . The polar localization of ClpCP during growth and its preferential forespore accumulation should be further investigated to see whether themes similar to stalked pole accumulation of ClpXP in C. crescentus emerge.
Destruction of regulatory proteins during biofilm disassembly, motility, and pathogenesis Key regulators of biofilm disassembly, motility, pathogenesis, and many other bacterial processes undergo regulated proteolysis that is processive and causes their destruction. Regulation of motility and both biofilm formation and disassembly is intimately linked in a variety of bacteria (for review, see Guttenplan & Kearns, 2013) . In B. subtilis, ClpCP may degrade key regulators of both processes. Swimming motility requires flagella synthesized under control of r D , which is regulated by the antisigma factor FlgM, whose transcription is activated by phosphorylated DegU (Hsueh et al., 2011) , a substrate of the MecA/ClpCP (Ogura & Tsukahara, 2010) adaptor/protease that also targets ComK as mentioned (Fig. 2a) . Biofilm disassembly requires turnover of SlrR that appears to involve both autocleavage and ClpCP, although it remains to be seen whether SlrR is a direct substrate of ClpCP or whether the protease has multiple targets in biofilm formation and disassembly (Chai et al., 2010) . The ability to form biofilms and move contributes to pathogenesis of many bacterial species, as does expression of other virulence factors. Clp, Lon, and FtsH proteases have all been implicated in bacterial pathogenesis, as has RIP of antisigma factors (for reviews, see Ingmer & Brondsted, 2009; Urban, 2009 ) typically utilizing a circuit design like that in Fig. 2b ). Studies of bacterial adaptation and development using model organisms continue to provide paradigms for discovery of regulated proteolysis that impacts human health.
Activation of regulatory proteins
Bacteria use regulated proteolysis during development not only to destroy regulatory proteins, as reviewed in the preceding section, but also to activate regulatory proteins (Fig. 1b) . Activation involves precise proteolytic cleavage without immediate further degradation. In some cases, precise cleavage involves RIP by an IMMP similar to proteases that function in proteolytic cascades leading to the destruction of anti-r factors as in the case of r E in E. coli (Fig. 2b) . In other cases, precise cleavage involves an aspartic protease, a type of protease that has not yet been implicated in regulatory protein destruction. As observed for some events that destroy regulatory proteins, activation events are temporally and spatially controlled, and occur at membranes. We review three well-studied activation events. Two of these, activation of r E and of r K , occur in the mother cell in response to signals from the forespore during B. subtilis sporulation (Fig. 4) . Because these intercellular signals are produced by the activity of r F and r G in the forespore, and the activity of r F and r G is in turn coupled to the formation of the asymmetric septum and completion of engulfment, respectively, the activation of r E and of r K by regulated proteolysis is indirectly coupled to morphogenesis. Both events are subject to multiple layers of control, as seen for the cell cycle-regulated degradation of key regulatory proteins in C. crescentus (Fig. 3b) . The third activation event involves PodJ at the pole of C. crescentus swarmer cells and allows a shortened form of PodJ (PodJ S ) to serve as a scaffold for structural and signaling proteins that contribute to polar organelle development. We identify questions that remain about these three activation events. We note that Streptomyces coelicolor r BldN is made as a proprotein that is proteolytically processed during the development of spore-bearing aerial hyphae, but the protease responsible has not been identified (Bibb & Buttner, 2003) .
Activation of r E during B. subtilis sporulation r E is initially made as inactive Pro-r E with an additional N-terminal 27 residues that are removed by regulated proteolysis (LaBell et al., 1987) . Pro-r E begins to be synthesized before the polar septum forms, as Spo0A-P accumulates in the predivisional cell. Spo0A-P activates transcription of the spoIIG operon (for review, see Losick & Stragier, 1992) , which codes for Pro-r E and the protease, SpoIIGA, that removes the pro-sequence from Pro-r E (Jonas et al., 1988; Stragier et al., 1988) . Both Pro-r E and SpoIIGA localize to the polar septum when it forms (Peters & Haldenwang, 1991; Ju et al., 1997; Fawcett et al., 1998; Hofmeister, 1998) , awaiting a signal from the forespore (Fig. 5b) . The formation of the polar septum causes r F to be released from the SpoIIAB anti-r in the forespore (see details above; for review, see Kroos, 2007) , and r F RNA polymerase (RNAP) directs transcription of the spoIIR gene (Hofmeister et al., 1995; Karow et al., 1995; . The SpoIIR protein is believed to be secreted from the forespore into the septal space, where it signals SpoIIGA to cleave Pro-r E (Fig. 5b) . In this way, activation of r E is linked temporally to the activation of r F , which is in turn governed by the formation of the polar septum (under control of Spo0A-P, although how this transcription factor redirects septum formation from mid-cell to a polar location remains a mystery).
Several factors ensure that r E accumulates in the mother cell and not in the forespore. One of these was mentioned in the preceding section because it appears to involve the destruction of Pro-r E in the forespore. A second factor contributing to the spatial regulation of r E is that the spoIIG operon is transcribed mainly in the mother cell after the polar septum forms (Fujita & Losick, 2003) . This is due in part to the origin-distal location of the spoIIG operon because there is a short (about 15 min) period of transient genetic asymmetry after polar septation during which both copies of spoIIG are present in the mother cell (Fig. 4b) . Also, the SpoIIAA protein appears to inhibit the formation of Spo0A-P in the forespore, so the spoIIG operon is not transcribed as strongly as in the mother cell (Arabolaza et al., 2003) . Circumventing some of these regulatory mechanisms by placing a second copy of the spoIIG operon near the origin of replication (so it is present in the forespore upon asymmetric septation) and driving its transcription in the forespore using a strong r F -directed promoter revealed a third factor that can contribute to spatial regulation of r E , but is not normally required for this purpose (Chary et al., 2010) . CsfB, which inhibits premature r G activity in the forespore (Chary et al., 2007; Camp & Losick, 2008; Karmazyn-Campelli et al., 2008) , can also inhibit r E activity in the forespore (Chary et al., 2010) . The work of Chary et al. (2010) also suggested that SpoIIGA and SpoIIR are limiting for r E accumulation in the forespore. This led them to propose that SpoIIGA evenly distributed in the membrane of the predivisional cell might diffuse and be captured at the polar septum when it forms (Fig. 5a ). Owing to the larger size of the mother cell, more SpoIIGA would be captured on the mother cell side of the septum and it would outcompete SpoIIGA on the forespore side for SpoIIR secreted into the septal space, resulting in the activation of SpoIIGA predominantly on the mother cell side and cleavage of Pro-r E there. An attractive feature of this model is that SpoIIGA would be poised to respond to SpoIIR upon septation, provided that SpoIIGA diffusion and capture at the septum is rapid. This could explain how r E can become active in the mother cell within 4 min of spoIIR being transcribed by r F RNAP in the forespore (Eldar et al., 2009) . Rapid activation of r E in the mother cell is necessary because r E RNAP directs the transcription of genes whose products prevent the formation of a second polar septum in the mother cell (Eichenberger et al., 2001) and commits the mother cell to sporulation (Dworkin & Losick, 2005) . It remains to be seen whether SpoIIGA is more abundant on the mother cell side of the septum than on the forespore side. Advances in total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (Betzig et al., 2006) should allow this question to be addressed. Presumably, natural conditions have selected for the seemingly redundant mechanisms that ensure r E accumulates in the mother cell and not in the forespore.
How does the SpoIIR signal protein activate the SpoIIGA protease to cleave Pro-r E ? Coexpression of SpoIIR with SpoIIGA and Pro-r E in E. coli resulted in accurate, rapid, and abundant cleavage of Pro-r E to r E (Imamura et al., 2008) . Using this system, mutational analysis based on modeling of the SpoIIGA C-terminal domain provided evidence that it forms a dimeric aspartic protease similar to the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) protease. This led to the simple notion that SpoIIR activates SpoIIGA by promoting dimer formation; however, in the absence of SpoIIR, SpoIIGA was found to be selfassociated after detergent solubilization from E. coli membranes. Upon coexpression in E. coli, SpoIIR was found to interact with SpoIIGA. These findings suggest that SpoIIR secreted to the periplasm of E. coli can interact with extracellular parts of dimeric SpoIIGA, causing a conformational change that is transmitted across the membrane to activate the cytosolic C-terminal aspartic protease domain to cleave Pro-r E (Fig. 5b) . A follow-up study investigated the specificity of B. subtilis SpoIIGA and its paralogs from several Bacilli for their Pro-r E substrates (Imamura et al., 2011) . Insights to emerge are that residues distal from the cleavage site contribute to substrate specificity and that SpoIIGA paralogs exhibit a range in their breadth of ability to cleave Pro-r E paralogs. Much more work is needed to understand how SpoIIGA interacts with Pro-r E at the membrane surface. A recent study shed new light on the interaction between SpoIIGA and SpoIIR (Diez et al., 2012) . Starting from a previous observation that processing of Pro-r E to r E requires fatty SpoIIGA (black circles) is evenly distributed in the predivisional cell membrane, so shortly after the polar septum forms, it is evenly distributed in membranes (top), but diffusion and capture at the septum is proposed to result in a higher concentration of SpoIIGA on the mother cell side (bottom), which would outcompete SpoIIGA on the forespore side for SpoIIR (blue) secreted into the septal space, resulting in cleavage of Pro-r E primarily in the mother cell. Gray box indicates region expanded in (b). (b) Expanded view of a model for the activation of r E across the polar septum. r F directs spoIIR transcription in the forespore. SpoIIR is translocated across the forespore membrane of the polar septum, but remains associated with the membrane and becomes acylated on a threonine residue (T), which allows it to be cleaved by signal peptidase (SIP) and released into the septal space to interact with SpoIIGA in the mother cell membrane of the septum (Diez et al., 2012) . Alternatively, SpoIIGA in the mother cell membrane of the septum might interact with SpoIIR prior to its release from the forespore membrane of the septum, but SpoIIR would still need to be released to activate SpoIIGA. Interaction of SpoIIR with the N-terminal domain of SpoIIGA is proposed to cause a conformational change in its C-terminal domain that allows the active aspartic protease dimer to cleave Pro-r E associated with the mother cell membrane of the septum, releasing r E into the mother cell (Imamura et al., 2008) .
acid biosynthesis (Schujman et al., 1998) , it was shown that SpoIIR signaling as well as cleavage of its N-terminal signal sequence probably depends on the acylation of a conserved threonine residue (Diez et al., 2012) . It was also shown that SpoIIGA recruits SpoIIR to the septum, but the results suggest that only acylated SpoIIR can be released from the forespore membrane into the septal space and activate SpoIIGA (Fig. 5b) , which may be predominantly in the mother cell membrane of the septum (Fig. 5a) . Acylation of SpoIIR is proposed to allow cleavage by an unidentified signal peptidase, perhaps in a membrane microdomain that harbors the signal peptidase (Diez et al., 2012) . In this way, activation of r E and ensuing commitment to sporulation could be linked to fatty acid synthesis, coordinating metabolic conditions with developmental progression. Some aspects of the model need more work. Acylation of SpoIIR needs to be demonstrated, and the acetyltransferase needs to be identified, as does the signal peptidase proposed to cleave acylated SpoIIR. It is worth noting that unacylated SpoIIR appears to be able to activate SpoIIGA made in the B. subtilis forespore (Diez et al., 2012) . Whether SpoIIR remains anchored via its signal peptide in the forespore membrane of the polar septum and interacts with the N-terminal domain of SpoIIGA embedded in that membrane, or whether SpoIIR is released by a signal peptidase that does not require acylation of SpoIIR, is unknown. Likewise, it is unknown whether SpoIIR produced in E. coli is released from the inner membrane into the periplasm when it stimulates coexpressed SpoIIGA to cleave Pro-r E in the cytosol (Imamura et al., 2008) . These instances of signaling by SpoIIR might not fully recapitulate intercellular signaling from the forespore to the mother cell, which requires acylation of SpoIIR and its release from the forespore membrane of the septum (Diez et al., 2012) . Perhaps acylated SpoIIR is incapable of activating SpoIIGA located in the same membrane, making release of SpoIIR into the septal space necessary, thus promoting intercellular signaling due to the proposed abundance of SpoIIGA in the mother cell membrane of the polar septum (Fig. 5) .
In summary, the protease(s) responsible for the destruction of Pro-r E in the forespore has not been identified. It is but one of several mechanisms that ensure r E inactivity in the forespore. An unidentified signal peptidase is proposed to cleave acylated SpoIIR. If so, the pathway is a two-step proteolytic cascade involving the production of an intercellular signal in the first step. In the second step, SpoIIGA activates a regulatory protein by cleaving Pro-r E to r E . SpoIIGA may accumulate more abundantly in the mother cell membrane of the polar septum and outcompete SpoIIGA in the forespore membrane of the septum for interaction with a limiting amount of the SpoIIR signal protein. SpoIIGA appears to be unique among aspartic proteases in terms of its structure and mechanism of activation, allowing it to assess protein (SpoIIR) and fatty acid (SpoIIR acylation) biosynthesis in the forespore and activate r E predominantly in the mother cell. Whether SpoIIR acylation reports energy status of the forespore to the mother cell or helps ensure predominantly intercellular signaling from the forespore to the mother cell, or both, remains to be seen.
Activation of r K during B. subtilis sporulation r K is initially made as inactive Pro-r K with an additional N-terminal 20 residues that are removed by regulated proteolysis Cutting et al., 1990; Lu et al., 1990) . The gene coding for Pro-r K is created by a chromosomal rearrangement that occurs only in the mother cell due to r E -directed expression of a sitespecific recombinase (Stragier et al., 1989; Kunkel et al., 1990; Sato et al., 1990 Sato et al., , 1994 . For this reason, and because the initial transcription of the rearranged sigK gene requires both r E RNAP and SpoIIID (Kunkel et al., 1988; Halberg & Kroos, 1994) , a transcription factor that also depends on r E for its transcription Stevens & Errington, 1990; Tatti et al., 1991; Jones & Moran, 1992) , Pro-r K is made only in the mother cell (Zhang et al., 1998) and its appearance is delayed relative to most proteins in the r E regulon. Those proteins include SpoIVFB, an IMMP that removes the prosequence from Pro-r K (Cutting et al., 1990 (Cutting et al., , 1991a Lu et al., 1995; Rudner et al., 1999; Yu & Kroos, 2000; Zhou et al., 2009) , and two proteins that inhibit the IMMP, SpoIVFA and BofA (Cutting et al., 1990 (Cutting et al., , 1991a Ricca et al., 1992; Resnekov & Losick, 1998; Zhou & Kroos, 2004) . The three proteins form a complex in the mother cell membrane of the polar septum (Figs 6 and 7) , which migrates around the forespore during the process of engulfment (Resnekov et al., 1996; Doan et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2005) . During engulfment, channels form, spanning the space between the two membranes surrounding the forespore and connecting it to the mother cell (Blaylock et al., 2004; Camp & Losick, 2008 Meisner et al., 2008; Doan et al., 2009) . The channels are proposed to allow the mother cell to nurture the forespore by providing small molecules needed to maintain the integrity of the forespore and allow r G RNAP to transcribe genes (Camp & Losick, 2009; Doan et al., 2009) . Among those genes is one that codes for SpoIVB (Cutting et al., 1991b) , a serine protease secreted from the forespore into the intermembrane space (Wakeley et al., 2000b; Hoa et al., 2002) , where it cleaves the extracellular domain of SpoIVFA (Fig. 6) , a crucial first step toward activating the IMMP, SpoIVFB, to cleave Pro-r K (Dong & Cutting, 2003; Zhou & Kroos, 2005; Campo & Rudner, 2006) . A second serine protease, CtpB, is secreted from both the forespore and the mother cell into the intermembrane space, where it can cleave both SpoIVFA and BofA, but this appears to be a fine-tuning mechanism because the absence of CtpB only delays SpoIVFB cleavage of Pro-r K slightly (Pan et al., 2003; Zhou & Kroos, 2005; Campo & Rudner, 2006 , 2007 . One or more additional proteases might participate in fully relieving Spo-IVFB from inhibition by SpoIVFA and BofA. In any case, it is already clear that activation of r K in the mother cell involves at least two serine proteases secreted from the forespore, which destroy inhibitors of an IMMP located in the outermost membrane that surrounds the forespore after engulfment, allowing the IMMP to cleave Pro-r First, r G in the forespore causes expression of serine proteases SpoIVB and CtpB (also expressed under r E control in the mother cell), which are translocated into the intermembrane space, where they cleave the C-terminal domain of SpoIVFA to initiate its degradation (1). SpoIVFA was in a complex with BofA and SpoIVFB in the outer membrane surrounding the forespore after these proteins were expressed in the mother cell under r E control. In a second step, CtpB and one or more other proteases (not shown) cleave BofA to initiate its degradation (2). Finally, SpoIVFB cleaves Pro-r and release active r K into the mother cell (Fig. 6) . Hence, this proteolytic cascade involves both the destruction of the regulatory proteins SpoIVFA and BofA, and activation of the regulatory protein r K via RIP. It is initiated by the activation of r G in the forespore, which relies on channels formed during engulfment. Interestingly, channel proteins interact with SpoIVFA, which, in turn, interacts with engulfment proteins (Doan et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2005) , although the interactions might be indirect (Fig. 7) . Nevertheless, the interactions likely promote close coupling between engulfment, channel formation, r G activity in the forespore, and activation of r K in the mother cell. Below, we discuss components of the r K activation pathway in more detail.
SpoIVB is the primary signal from the forespore ( Fig. 6 ; Gomez & Cutting, 1996 Wakeley et al., 2000a, b) . After translocation across the innermost membrane that surrounds the forespore after engulfment, the PDZ domain of one SpoIVB molecule binds to the C-terminus of another SpoIVB molecule, facilitating autoproteolytic cleavage in trans near the N-terminus, which releases SpoIVB into the space between the two membranes surrounding the forespore (Dong & Cutting, 2004; Fig. 6 ). SpoIVB then undergoes two autoproteolytic cleavages in cis near its new N-terminus, after which its PDZ domain appears to bind to the C-terminal region of BofA in the intermembrane space, allowing SpoIVB to cleave the C-terminal region of SpoIVFA at multiple sites in the intermembrane space (Dong & Cutting, 2003 , 2004 Campo & Rudner, 2006) . A variant of SpoIVFA rendered uncleavable by SpoIVB due to multiple substitutions around the cleavage sites can be cleaved by CtpB, Fig. 7 . A model for ATP transport and accumulation during Bacillus subtilis sporulation and localization of the SpoIVFA-BofA-SpoIVFB complex with channel and engulfment complexes. (a) A complex of proteins (orange) interacts with the cell wall and causes the mother cell membrane to engulf the forespore (left). During engulfment, channels (yellow) are formed that span the intermembrane space and have been proposed to allow small molecules like ATP to move from the mother cell into the forespore (see text for references). Upon the completion of engulfment, the channels undergo reorganization and some components are degraded, perhaps allowing the ATP concentration to rise in the mother cell (right). ATP binding to the CBS domain of SpoIVFB would activate it to cleave Pro-r K , provided SpoIVFA and BofA have been degraded (Fig. 6 ). Rudner, 2006 Rudner, , 2007 . While CtpB may provide a backup mechanism in case spoIVFA has mutations, the finding that SpoIVFA decreased normally during the development of a ctpB mutant, but not a spoIVB mutant, indicates SpoIVB is responsible for the destruction of SpoIVFA (Zhou & Kroos, 2005) , initiating a proteolytic cascade.
Gray box indicates region expanded in (b
The primary role of CtpB may be to cleave BofA. Loss of BofA was delayed during the development of a ctpB mutant in pulse-chase immunoprecipitation experiments, and cleavage of Pro-r K was similarly delayed (Zhou & Kroos, 2005) . CtpB appeared to cleave BofA near its C-terminus upon coexpression in E. coli. Purified CtpB degraded purified BofA. Taken together, the results support a model in which SpoIVB first cleaves SpoIVFA, then CtpB cleaves BofA (Fig. 6) . However, the finding that Pro-r K cleavage is delayed but not abolished in a ctpB null mutant suggests that an additional protease(s) might participate in the destruction of BofA (Pan et al., 2003; Zhou & Kroos, 2005 ).
BofA appears to be the primary inhibitor of the SpoIVFB IMMP. BofA, but not SpoIVFA, forms a complex with SpoIVFB and inhibits its activity upon coexpression in E. coli (Zhou & Kroos, 2004) . A histidine residue (H57) in BofA was shown to be important for complex formation and inhibition, leading to the proposal that H57 provides a fourth zinc ligand that inhibits the SpoIVFB metalloprotease, analogous to the cysteine switch mechanism of matrix metalloprotease regulation (Van Wart & Birkedal-Hansen, 1990 ). The proposed mechanism of inhibition by BofA (Zhou & Kroos, 2004) remains to be tested further.
SpoIVFA functions primarily as an assembly and localization factor. It facilitates the formation of a complex with BofA and SpoIVFB during B. subtilis sporulation , and it enhances the inhibition of SpoIVFB in combination with BofA upon coexpression in E. coli (Zhou & Kroos, 2005) . SpoIVFA also localizes the complex to foci in the outermost membrane surrounding the forespore (Doan et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2005) . The foci contain proteins involved in engulfment and channel formation (Fig. 7) . SpoIID, SpoIIM, and SpoIIP are normally required for engulfment (Abanes-De Mello et al., 2002; Aung et al., 2007) . They form a complex that interacts with the cell wall and pulls the mother cell membrane around the forespore (Morlot et al., 2010) . SpoIIQ and SpoIIIAH have extracellular domains that interact and zipper the mother cell membrane around the forespore during engulfment (Blaylock et al., 2004; Broder & Pogliano, 2006) . The interaction between their extracellular domains allows SpoIIQ and SpoIIIAH to form channels that connect the mother cell and forespore cytoplasms (Blaylock et al., 2004; Broder & Pogliano, 2006) . The channels likely include several other proteins encoded in the spoIIIA operon because these SpoIIIA proteins resemble components of secretion systems (Camp & Losick, 2008; Meisner et al., 2008) . SpoIIIAA is similar to secretion ATPases and its ATPase motifs are important for sporulation (Doan et al., 2009) . How SpoIVFA localizes the BofA-and SpoIVFB-containing complex to foci containing engulfment and channel proteins is unknown.
Why the SpoIVFA-BofA-SpoIVFB complex is localized to foci containing engulfment and channel proteins is also unknown. The finding that a bofA null mutation, which bypasses the need for r G to activate r K (Ricca et al., 1992), does not bypass the need for engulfment and channel proteins to activate r K , suggested that engulfment and channel proteins govern r K activation in the mother cell independently of their role in activating r G in the forespore (Jiang et al., 2005) . However, accumulation of SpoIVFB is diminished in the absence of BofA and it is further diminished in the absence of both BofA and an engulfment (SpoIID) or channel (SpoIIQ) protein (Doan & Rudner, 2007) . A more stable form of SpoIVFB that accumulated in the absence of BofA bypassed the need for engulfment and channel proteins to activate r K (Doan & Rudner, 2007) . These investigators also found that the SpoIVB signal protein and other proteins secreted into the intermembrane space are degraded when engulfment is impaired, and this degradative response is turned off if engulfment is restored. The protease(s) mediating this reversible degradative response has not been identified, but it appears to couple the morphological process of engulfment to secretion-dependent SpoIVB and CtpB proteolysis of SpoIVFA and BofA, respectively, allowing SpoIVFB to cleave Pro-r K . Such coupling between morphogenesis, signaling, and gene expression is attractive, but a degradative response in the intermembrane space would not demand the observed co-localization of the SpoIVFA-BofA-SpoIVFB complex with engulfment and channel proteins. Rather, the co-localization could be related to the ATP dependence of SpoIVFB (Zhou et al., 2009 ). The channels have been proposed to secrete small molecules from the mother cell into the forespore in order to maintain its integrity and allow r G RNAP activity (Camp & Losick, 2009; Doan et al., 2009) . As proposed recently, secretion of ATP through the channels and/or the ATPase activity of SpoIIIAA might result in a relatively low ATP concentration in the vicinity of channels, ensuring that channel-associated SpoIVFB remains inactive in case it escapes BofA inhibition (Kroos & Akiyama, 2013 ; Fig. 7 ). The channels undergo reorganization, and some components are degraded upon the completion of engulfment Meisner et al., 2008) . This would presumably allow the ATP concentration to rise in the mother cell, especially in the vicinity of the outermost membrane surrounding the forespore. Binding of ATP to the C-terminal CBS domain of SpoIVFB would activate the enzyme by changing its conformation or oligomeric state (Zhou et al., 2009) , as observed for the CBS domains in its namesake cystathionine-β-synthase and in a variety of other proteins (Scott et al., 2004) . This model is attractive because activation of r K would be coupled both to channel-dependent activation of r G in the forespore, leading to secretion of SpoIVB and CtpB proteases that target SpoIVFA and BofA (Fig. 6) , and to engulfment completion and channel destruction, resulting in a rise in ATP that activates SpoIVFB to cleave Pro-r K (Fig. 7) . A mechanism ensuring the completion of engulfment and destruction of channels seems desirable because r K RNAP activity in the mother cell primarily leads to production of spore coat proteins that assemble on the forespore surface. It remains to be seen whether the ATP concentration rises in the mother cell as proposed and it remains to be understood how ATP activates the SpoIVFB IMMP.
In summary, activation of r K is the culmination of a proteolytic cascade that is highly integrated with morphogenesis and has multiple control points (Zhang et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2009 Zhou et al., , 2013 . The serine proteases SpoIVB and CtpB are secreted into the intermembrane space surrounding the forespore and target SpoIVFA and BofA for destruction, respectively, although another protease(s) that remains to be identified is implicated in BofA destruction, and one or more unknown proteases appear to ensure that proteins secreted into the intermembrane space, such as SpoIVB and CtpB, do not accumulate highly until engulfment is completed. Upon completion of engulfment, destruction of SpoIVFA, BofA, and channel proteins commences, liberating the IMMP SpoIVFB from inhibition and perhaps allowing its CBS domain to sense a rise in ATP in the mother cell, resulting in RIP of Pro-r K and release of active r K from the outermost membrane surrounding the forespore, into the mother cell. Identifying and characterizing other proteases involved in the pathway, and understanding exactly how and why the SpoIVFAÁBofAÁSpoIVFB complex interacts with engulfment and channel proteins, offer challenges that promise even deeper knowledge of temporally and spatially regulated proteolysis. Comparing the proteolytic cascade governing r K activation with that proposed to govern r E activation ( Fig. 5b ) and with that governing RseA destruction (releasing r E from inhibition) in E. coli (Fig. 2b) , there are more proteases (SpoIVB, CtpB, SpoIVFB, and others that remain to be identified) and more substrates (SpoIVFA, BofA, and Pro-r K ) in the r K activation pathway, providing more opportunities for regulated proteolytic events.
Modification of PodJ activity in C. crescentus by regulated proteolysis
A hallmark of the C. crescentus cell cycle is the close coupling between cell cycle progression and the morphogenesis of two distinct daughter cells with different polar structures. In the late predivisional cell, a flagellum is built and the bases of the type IV pili are assembled at the pole opposite to the stalked pole (Fig. 3a) . After cell division, the type IV pili filaments are assembled. As described, at the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition, the flagellum is shed and the pili are retracted, followed by the formation of a stalk with a holdfast at its tip. Thus, the pole asymmetries are preserved by two mechanisms: (1) restriction of the assembly of the flagellum and the pili to the incipient swarmer pole and (2) the removal of these structures at the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition (for reviews, see Jenal, 2009; Kirkpatrick & Viollier, 2012; Tsokos & Laub, 2012) . The PodJ protein functions in this polar organelle development by serving as a polarly localized recruitment factor for other proteins including the pilus base protein CpaE (Viollier et al., 2002a, b) , the holdfast protein HfaD (Hardy et al., 2010) , and the regulatory proteins PleC, PopA, and DivL (Viollier et al., 2002b; Hinz et al., 2003; Lawler et al., 2006; Duerig et al., 2009; Curtis et al., 2012) involved in controlling cell cycle progression. PodJ accumulation is cell cycle-regulated by a dynamic balance between synthesis and proteolysis (Crymes et al., 1999; Viollier et al., 2002b; Hinz et al., 2003) . PodJ exists in two isoforms, the full-length PodJ L and a shorter, truncated form (PodJ S ). PodJ L consists of an N-terminal cytoplasmic domain, a transmembrane domain, and a C-terminal periplasmic domain (Viollier et al., 2002b; Hinz et al., 2003; Lawler et al., 2006; Fig. 8) . PodJ L is synthesized in the late stalked cell/early predivisional cell and localizes to the incipient flagellated pole (Fig. 8) . During cell division, PodJ L is proteolytically processed to PodJ S , which is also at the flagellated pole. Later, during the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition, PodJ S is completely degraded (Fig. 8) . It has been suggested that the temporally regulated processing of PodJ L to PodJ S may serve to shut off the assembly of additional pilus bases and possibly also to allow PodJ S to recruit other factors to the flagellated pole (Jenal, 2009; Curtis et al., 2012) .
PodJ processing is an example of a proteolytic cascade with at least three proteases involved: PerP, which is a periplasmic aspartic protease of the retropepsin-like family, is a site-1-protease, makes the first cut and cleaves PodJ L immediately after the transmembrane domain to remove the periplasmic domain (Chen et al., 2006; Curtis et al., 2012; Fig. 8) . The cleavage by PerP is immediately followed by cleavage by MmpA, the site-2-protease, which is an IMMP similar to those involved in RseA degradation (Fig. 2b) and r K activation (Fig. 6 ). RIP by MmpA within the transmembrane domain releases PodJ from the membrane giving rise to PodJ S (Chen et al., 2005; Curtis et al., 2012) . Finally, PodJ S is degraded by a third protease during the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition (Chen et al., 2005; Curtis et al., 2012) . This third protease remains to be identified, but it is likely that one of the ATP-dependent proteases is involved in this step (Chen et al., 2005) .
PodJ L processing to PodJ S is synchronized with the cell cycle by controlling the accumulation of PerP (Chen et al., 2006; Curtis et al., 2012) . perP transcription is CtrA-dependent, initiates in the late stalked cell/early predivisional cell, and reaches a maximum in the swarmer cell (Chen et al., 2005 (Chen et al., , 2006 . PerP is presumably constitutively active and cleaves PodJ L as soon as it accumulates sufficiently. Because MmpA is present throughout the cell cycle, it has been suggested that PerP-dependent cleavage of PodJ L is the rate-limiting step in PodJ L processing to PodJ S and that MmpA cleavage is 'only waiting' for the cut by PerP (Curtis et al., 2012) . The signal(s) and the protease(s) leading to PodJ S degradation during the swarmer-to-stalked cell transition are not known.
As pointed out (Curtis et al., 2012) , PodJ processing shares many similarities with the RIP of the anti-r factor RseA in E. coli (Fig. 2b) with some notable differences. In the case of RseA, the site-1-protease DegS is anchored in the inner membrane with its serine protease domain in the periplasm, while PerP is apparently not anchored in the inner membrane and is an aspartic protease of the retropepsin-like family. Notably, DegS is present in an inactive form and is specifically activated in response to the accumulation of unfolded outer membrane proteins. Processing of RseA by DegS is immediately followed by RIP by RseP, causing the release of the cytoplasmic part of RseA. Subsequently, this domain is immediately degraded by ClpXP leading to the release of r E . Thus, in the case of RseA, the first protease needs to be activated and once the proteolytic cascade has been initiated, it results in the complete degradation of the substrate RseA. In contrast, in the case of PodJ, PerP is apparently constitutively active and is regulated at the level of its synthesis, and proteolysis is arrested after RIP by MmpA, with PodJ S only being completely degraded at the swarmer-tostalked transition. As mentioned, it is not known which protease(s) is involved in PodJ S degradation and how this degradation is regulated. As for activation of r K by a proteolytic cascade involving RIP (Figs 6 and 7) , the themes of multilayer control and morphological coupling are present in the cell cycle-dependent and pole-localized regulated proteolysis of PodJ.
Production of intercellular signals
Bacteria use intercellular communication to coordinate the activities of groups of cells, via the synthesis and sensing of self-generated, secreted intercellular signaling molecules (Bassler & Losick, 2006) . Quorum sensing is a major signaling modality that allows bacteria to assess cell density and to respond appropriately at a population-wide level (Bassler & Losick, 2006) . Quorum-sensing systems generate an output response once a threshold concentration of a diffusible intercellular signaling molecule has been reached. For Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, common intercellular signaling molecules involved in quorum sensing are acyl-homoserine lactone derivatives and small peptides, respectively (Bassler & Losick, 2006) . As described for the activation of r E and r K in B. subtilis, intercellular signaling may also involve events in which a producing cell (the forespore) communicates exclusively with a recipient (the mother cell) in close proximity.
Intercellular communication is essential for bacterial development as exemplified during fruiting body formation by Myxococcus xanthus (for review, see Konovalova et al., 2010) , the development of genetic competence, Fig. 8 . Regulation of PodJ in Caulobacter crescentus by sequential proteolysis. The bitopic inner membrane protein substrate protein PodJ L is shown in green. Cleavage of PodJ L by PerP, the site-1-protease, is immediately followed by cleavage by the IMMP MmpA, the site-2-protease. Later, PodJ S is cleaved at the swarmer-to-stalked transition by an unknown protease (?). Swarmer, stalked, and predivisional cells are indicated. See also Fig. 3a for details.
biofilms, and spores by B. subtilis (for reviews, see L opez & Kolter, 2010; Vlamakis et al., 2013) , and aerial hyphae formation by Streptomyces species (for reviews see Fl€ ardh & Buttner, 2009; Chater et al., 2010; Willey & Gaskell, 2011; McCormick & Flardh, 2012) . Many of these signals are generated by the proteolytic processing of ribosomally produced precursors using a multitude of different types of proteases that are subject to different types of regulation (Fig. 1c) . In addition, these signals may contain post-translational modifications, for example lanthionine bridges. Many of the small peptide signals are either taken up by cells or function to regulate histidine protein kinases of two-component systems. Larger precursors that are cleaved to generate relatively large signaling proteins is a recurring theme in bacterial development, but exactly how these signals are produced and how they function are open questions in many cases. Secreted peptides and proteins generated by proteolytic processing not only function as intercellular signals but can also function as toxins that kill siblings and delay sporulation as described for the SkfA peptide and the SdpC protein fragment of B. subtilis (Gonzalez-Pastor et al., 2003; for review, see Gonzalez-Pastor, 2011), or they may function directly in morphogenesis as described for the SapB peptide of S. coelicolor (for review, see Willey & Gaskell, 2011) . Here, we focus on production of intercellular signals that function during the development of M. xanthus, B. subtilis, and Streptomyces species. Insights gained from studies of these model organisms provide paradigms for understanding how regulated proteolysis contributes to intercellular communication of other bacteria. In particular, peptide signaling occurs during Anabaena heterocyst formation (for review, see Kumar et al., 2010; Higa et al., 2012) , but the protease(s) involved has not been identified. The proteases involved in two other types of peptide signaling have been identified but will not be described in detail here because these systems have been reviewed recently. Hydrophobic peptide signals regulate mating and virulence of Enterococcus faecalis, and their production involves an initial cleavage of a lipoprotein by type II signal peptidase followed by cleavage of the signal sequence by an IMMP called Eep (for reviews, see Thoendel & Horswill, 2010; Dunny & Johnson, 2011) . Cyclic peptide signals regulate pathogenesis and biofilm disassembly of Staphylococcus aureus, and the current model for their production involves cleavage, cyclization, and transport across the membrane by the cysteine protease AgrB, followed by cleavage by type I signal peptidase to release the cyclic peptide from the cell (for review, see Thoendel et al., 2011) . Cyclic peptides produced by AgrB-like proteins are likely used for quorum sensing by diverse Gram-positive bacteria and are implicated in E. faecalis, Listeria monocytogenes, and Clostridium perfringens pathogenesis (for review, see Thoendel & Horswill, 2010) .
Production of intercellular signals by M. xanthus
Myxococcus xanthus is a social bacterium characterized by the ability to form spore-filled fruiting bodies in response to starvation. Fruiting bodies are macroscopic structures formed as a result of aggregation of thousands of cells. Those cells that have accumulated inside fruiting bodies undergo differentiation to spores. The spores are environmentally resistant, can survive extended periods of starvation, and germinate to produce vegetative cells when nutrients become available. Fruiting body formation is a multicellular developmental process and requires coordination of cell behavior in time and space. This coordination is accomplished by means of extensive intercellular communication. Initial genetic screens suggested that there are at least five intercellular signals (referred to as the A-to E-signals; Hagen et al., 1978; Downard et al., 1993) ; however, only two of these signals, the A-and the C-signal, have been characterized experimentally. Both of these signals are generated by proteolysis. Interestingly, one of the two Lon proteases in M. xanthus has been implicated in the generation of the B-signal (Gill et al., 1993; Tojo et al., 1993) .
Production of A-signal
The A-signal accumulates early during development and has been suggested to be part of a quorum-sensing-like system that measures the density of starving cells (Kuspa et al., 1986 (Kuspa et al., , 1992a Kuspa & Kaiser, 1989) . Only if a threshold concentration is reached, development proceeds (Kuspa et al., 1992a) . The A-signal was purified from the supernatant of starving M. xanthus cells based on its ability to rescue development of and gene expression in A-signal-deficient asg mutants (Kuspa et al., 1986 (Kuspa et al., , 1992b . The A-signal consists of two fractions, a heat-stable and a heat-labile fraction (Kuspa et al., 1992b; Plamann et al., 1992) . The heat-labile fraction contains at least two secreted proteases, one of which has a substrate specificity similar to that of trypsin (Plamann et al., 1992) . Interestingly, the separate addition of three different proteases, trypsin, pronase, or proteinase K, which have different specificities and are unrelated to M. xanthus, to cells unable to synthesize the A-signal, rescues the development of these mutants (Plamann et al., 1992) . The heat-stable fraction consists of a mixture of amino acids and small peptides (Kuspa et al., 1992b) . Individual amino acids have A-signal activity, and the A-signal activity of a peptide is equal to the sum of the A-signal activity of its Regulated proteolysis in bacterial development constituent amino acids (Kuspa et al., 1992b) . Based on these findings, it has been suggested that amino acids and a mixture of nonspecific peptides likely constitute the A-signal (Kuspa et al., 1992b; Plamann et al., 1992) . Moreover, it has been suggested that secreted proteases early during starvation nonspecifically degrade surface exposed proteins to generate the A-signal. In response to starvation, the RelA-dependent stringent response is initiated, resulting in an upshift in the concentration of the alarmone/second messenger (p)ppGpp (Manoil & Kaiser, 1980) . The increase in (p)ppGpp as well as at least five Asg proteins (for review see Kaiser, 2004 ) and the alternative sigma factor, r D (Viswanathan et al., 2006) , are involved in A-signal production.
The identity of the A-signal generating proteases is currently unknown. However, recent global transcriptome analysis in two mutants unable to generate the A-signal (asgA and asgB) demonstrated that the AsgA and AsgB proteins are required for the expression of a large number of genes suggested to encode secreted proteins. Importantly, among these genes, 13 are predicted to encode secreted proteases including three trypsin-like proteases (Konovalova et al., 2012b) . These proteases are candidates for being involved in A-signal synthesis. A future challenge will be to identify the A-signaling proteases and to elucidate how their activity is restricted. The cellular response to A-signal also needs to be better understood. Suppressor mutations that bypass the requirement for Asignaling for expression of certain genes appear to identify some components of the A-signal response pathway (for review, see Kaplan, 2003) . Interestingly, the asgA and asgB mutants have reduced the expression of a secreted protease (PopC) necessary for C-signal production, and restoring its expression in asg mutants rescued many of their developmental defects without restoring A-signaling (Konovalova et al., 2012b) .
Production of C-signal
The C-signal becomes important after 6 h of development (Kroos & Kaiser, 1987) . The C-signal is essential for development and functions as a morphogen that induces the two morphogenetic events in fruiting body formation: aggregation of cells into fruiting bodies and their subsequent differentiation to spores (Shimkets et al., 1983) . Moreover, available evidence suggests that the C-signal functions in a threshold-dependent manner with a low level of signaling inducing aggregation and with sporulation being induced at a higher level of signaling (Kim & Kaiser, 1991; Li et al., 1992; Kruse et al., 2001 ).
The C-signal was initially purified from starving M. xanthus cells based on its ability to rescue development of a mutant, which is unable to synthesize the C-signal, and shown to be a 17-kDa protein (p17) encoded by the csgA gene (Kim & Kaiser, 1990a, b) . p17 is associated with the outer membrane (Lobedanz & Søgaard-Andersen, 2003 ) and likely exposed on the cell surface (Shimkets & Rafiee, 1990) . In agreement with these observations, C-signal transmission is likely cell-cell contact-dependent (Kroos et al., 1988; Kim & Kaiser, 1990d) . p17 is generated by the specific proteolytic cleavage of the 25-kDa full-length CsgA protein (p25) and accumulates in response to starvation (Kruse et al., 2001; Lobedanz & Søgaard-Andersen, 2003) . This cleavage results in the removal of the N-terminal 8 kDa of p25, although the precise cleavage site has yet to be mapped. Similarly to p17, p25 is associated with the outer membrane (Lobedanz & Søgaard-Andersen, 2003) . p25 and p17 do not show similarity to outer membrane beta-barrel proteins (Lobedanz & Søgaard-Andersen, 2003) and, in fact, p25 shows sequence similarities to short-chain alcohol dehydrogenases (Lee et al., 1995) . Also, p25 does not contain a lipoprotein signal peptide (Lobedanz & Søgaard-Andersen, 2003) . Therefore, it is currently not known how p25 and p17 associate with the outer membrane, but it has been speculated that both proteins may contain a hydrophobic modification that anchors them in the outer membrane (Lobedanz & Søgaard-Andersen, 2003) .
p25 cleavage depends on a two-step proteolytic cascade that incorporates starvation sensing and regulation by compartmentalization (Rolbetzki et al., 2008; Konovalova et al., 2012a) . p25 as well as the subtilisin-like protease PopC that directly cleaves p25 to generate p17 accumulates in vegetative cells (Fig. 9) . However, PopC is in the cytoplasm (Rolbetzki et al., 2008) , whereas p25 is on the cell surface. PopC is held in the cytoplasm in a complex with the PopD protein (Konovalova et al., 2012a; Fig. 9) . PopD is encoded in an operon with PopC, interacts directly with PopC, and inhibits PopC secretion. Degradation of PopD is triggered in response to the starvation-induced, RelAdependent upshift in (p)ppGpp (Konovalova et al., 2012a; Fig. 9 ) that also triggers A-signal production early in development. As a consequence of PopD degradation, PopC is released for secretion. PopD degradation depends on one of the two FtsH homologs in M. xanthus, FtsH D ; however, it is not known whether FtsH D directly degrades PopD (Konovalova et al., 2012a; Fig. 9 ). Thus, PopD destruction is induced in response to a specific signal, starvation.
Once secreted, PopC gains access to the cell surface, where p25 is located and directly cleaves p25 (Rolbetzki et al., 2008) . In total, this proteolytic cascade incorporates starvation sensing, which induces PopD degradation, and regulation of p25 cleavage by compartmentalization. (Rolbetzki et al., 2008) . In vegetative cells, the protease and its substrate are in different cellular compartments (cytoplasm and cell surface, respectively), whereas in starving cells, protease and substrate are brought together in the same compartment. However, unlike in the case of CtrA, where protease and substrate are present within the same cellular compartment (the cytoplasm) and are brought together in a specific subcellular region within that compartment, regulation by compartmentalization for the p25/PopC system takes place across different cellular compartments. In total, the pathway that controls generation of the C-signal involves two different types of regulated proteolytic events: first, the degradation of PopD (destruction of a regulatory protein); and second, cleavage of p25 to generate active p17 (activation of a regulatory protein). In addition, p25 cleavage is regulated at the level of PopC stability (Rolbetzki et al., 2008) . PopC is highly unstable after secretion independently of p17 cleavage and its own proteolytic activity (Fig. 9) . In combination with the slow secretion of PopC, this may ensure the gradual accumulation of p17 that is important for its function as a temporal and spatial morphogen. How cells respond to p17 remains a challenging question. A receptor has not been identified. The response pathway involves the transcription factor FruA, which is similar to response regulators of two-component signal transduction systems (Ogawa et al., 1996; Ellehauge et al., 1998) , but FruA lacks certain features typically found in response regulators and it has been proposed to function as a pseudoresponse regulator rather than being phosphorylated by a histidine kinase (Mittal & Kroos, 2009 ).
Production of intercellular signals and toxins by B. subtilis
Regulated proteolysis not only destroys or activates regulatory proteins that control B. subtilis genetic competence, heat shock response, sporulation, biofilm disassembly, and motility as described above; it also produces intercellular signals and toxins that govern some of these processes as well as biofilm formation and extracellular protease production. These signals are peptides cleaved from precursors ranging from about 40 to 200 residues in length. They appear to function in the context of other self-produced extracellular signals and environmental signals (both abiotic and ones produced by other organisms), which together allow subpopulations of cells in a community to differentiate (for review, see L opez & Kolter, 2010) . The peptide signals target key regulators of gene expression or they kill sensitive siblings. Many details of their production remain to be elucidated.
Production of the ComX signal
As B. subtilis grows to high density in culture, a 10-residue peptide accumulates in the culture media that is derived from the 55-codon comX gene (Magnuson et al., 1994) . The peptide was called 'competence pheromone' because it induced premature development of the ability to take up exogenous DNA in cells at low density. As noted above, intercellular signaling via ComX leads to the Regulated proteolysis in bacterial development synthesis of ComS and stabilization of ComK, the master regulator of genetic competence (Fig. 2a) . The ComX peptide signal is sensed by ComP, a histidine protein kinase embedded in the cell membrane, that phosphorylates the ComA response regulator (Magnuson et al., 1994) , and ComA-P activates the srf operon in which the 46-codon comS gene is embedded (D'Souza et al., 1994) .
Other genes in the srf operon code for proteins that synthesize surfactin, a nonribosomally-produced lipopeptide signal that regulates biofilm formation (for review see L opez & Kolter, 2010) . Hence, ComX signaling governs biofilm and competence development. The comX gene is in the comQXPA cluster, which has a similar organization as the S. aureus agrBDCA operon involved in cyclic peptide production and sensing (Tortosa et al., 2001; Thoendel & Horswill, 2010) . ComQ does not exhibit sequence similarity to the AgrB cysteine protease, but it may play similar roles in signal production. The ComX signal is not a cyclic peptide, but it is believed to be cleaved from the 55-residue translation product of comX and the resulting 10-residue linear peptide is isoprenylated on a tryptophan residue and secreted from the cell (Ansaldi et al., 2002) . ComQ is similar to isoprenyl diphosphate synthases and substitutions in a putative isoprenoid-binding domain of ComQ eliminated ComX signal production, suggesting that ComQ modifies the ComX peptide (Bacon Schneider et al., 2002) . Expression of comQX in E. coli is sufficient for signal production (Tortosa et al., 2001) . It is possible that an E. coli protease(s) cleaves the ComX precursor, and the peptide modified by ComQ is somehow released from the E. coli cells. Alternatively, analogous to the current model for AgrB function (for review, see Thoendel et al., 2011) , ComQ might cleave the ComX precursor (but not cyclize the peptide), modify it, and transport it across the membrane. It is critical to determine whether ComQ or another B. subtilis protease(s) cleaves the ComX precursor, and whether this step is regulated, given the importance of ComX signaling in the regulation of genetic competence and biofilm formation.
Production of Phr signals
At least eight Phr peptides of 5-6 residues in length are believed to be derived from precursors that are 39-57 residues long, which are the translation products of phr genes that are genetically linked to rap genes (for review, see Perego, 2013) . Rap proteins regulate competence, sporulation, and extracellular protease production by dephosphorylating and/or binding to key response regulators. Whether Phr peptides function as intercellular quorum-sensing signals or as unshared extracellular timing devices has been debated (Perego & Brannigan, 2001; Pottathil & Lazazzera, 2003) . The question is whether Phr peptides can leave the surface of the producing cell to signal another cell or whether they exclusively remain at the surface of the producing cell for import by that cell. In both cases, import is through an oligopeptide permease and the Phr peptide binds to its cognate Rap protein and inhibits its function (for review, see Perego, 2013) .
Although Phr precursors have typical signal sequences, they do not appear to be cleaved by a type I signal peptidase at the expected site (Stephenson et al., 2003) . Nevertheless, using a substrate lacking the signal sequence, it was found that the extracellular serine proteases subtilisin and Vpr can produce CSF (PhrC) and PhrA, but not PhrE (Lanigan-Gerdes et al., 2007) . Presumably, other extracellular proteases produce PhrE and perhaps other Phr peptides. Because B. subtilis secretes a large number of extracellular proteases, there is tremendous potential for the regulation of Phr peptide production, but identifying the proteases involved and studying their regulation is very challenging.
Production of the SkfA and SdpC toxins
In a population of sporulating B. subtilis, some cells accumulate more Spo0A-P, triggering expression of the skf and sdp operons that lead to the production of toxins that kill nonexpressing siblings (Gonzalez-Pastor et al., 2003; for review, see Gonzalez-Pastor, 2011) . Nutrients released from lysed cells delay sporulation of the cannibalistic cells, which go on to form spores if starvation persists.
Based on the similarity to operons that produce peptide antibiotics, the skf operon was inferred to produce a toxic peptide, likely by cleaving and possibly modifying a predicted 55-residue SkfA translation product (GonzalezPastor et al., 2003) . Indeed, imaging mass spectrometry identified a candidate molecule, and it was determined to be the 26 C-terminal residues of SkfA, cyclized and with two modifications, a disulfide bond and a novel thioether bridge (Liu et al., 2010) . The product of skfC (formerly skfCD due to an erroneous stop codon) is similar to the CaaX family of proteases and is proposed to cleave and cyclize the SkfA precursor. SkfEF is similar to ABC transporters and was proposed to export the toxic peptide and confer resistance to it; in agreement, expression of skfEF was sufficient for immunity (Gonzalez-Pastor et al., 2003) . Like ComQ involved in ComX signal production, SkfC is not similar in sequence to the AgrB cysteine protease involved in cyclic peptide production in S. aureus (for review, see Thoendel et al., 2011) , but it may play similar roles (i.e. precursor cleavage and peptide cyclization, but not transport across the membrane). Biochemical work, perhaps modelled after that on AgrB (Qiu et al., 2005) , can commence on SkfC to determine whether it functions as proposed.
The SpdC protein fragment was initially identified in conditioned medium as an extracellular factor that delays sporulation by inducing the yvbA yvaZ operon (Gonzalez-Pastor et al., 2003) . The induced operon was subsequently renamed spdRI and SpdI was shown to confer immunity to the SpdC toxin (Ellermeier et al., 2006) , which collapses the proton motive force of sensitive cells (Lamsa et al., 2012) . The SpdC toxin was determined to be a 42-residue internal fragment from SpdC (residues 141-182) with one disulfide bond (Liu et al., 2010) . Fulllength SpdC appears to be secreted and cleaved by signal peptidase (after residue 32), but further cleavage requires SpdA and SpdB, although neither protein resembles known proteases so the requirement may be indirect (Perez Morales et al., 2013) . Identifying the protease(s) that liberates SpdC toxin from its precursor might provide clues about regulation in addition to that provided by Spo0A-P at the level of transcription of the sdpABC operon.
Production of intercellular signals by Streptomyces species
The transition from growth of a vegetative (or substrate) mycelium to the formation of aerial hyphae by Streptomyces species involves intercellular signals, including some produced by regulated proteolysis (for reviews, see Fl€ ardh & Buttner, 2009; Chater et al., 2010; Willey & Gaskell, 2011; McCormick & Flardh, 2012) . These signals include peptides that act in different ways. One or more short peptides is likely produced extracellularly and imported through an oligopeptide transporter, analogous to Phr peptides of B. subtilis, although the identity of the Streptomyces peptides and their intracellular targets are unknown. Modified peptides containing lanthionine bridges break surface tension to allow upward projection of aerial hyphae. Proteins anchored to the cell surface or secreted also participate in morphogenesis. Here, we focus on what is known about proteolytic events involved in signal production.
Extracellular proteases, a protease inhibitor, and an unidentified peptide
Streptomyces produce a large number of extracellular proteases that help acquire nutrients for growth, and they also use extracellular proteases, a protease inhibitor, and an unidentified short peptide to regulate the transition from growth to aerial hyphae formation (for review, see Chater et al., 2010) . For example, in Streptomyces griseus and in S. coelicolor, the translation of a transcription factor, AdpA, is governed by the tRNA for the rare leucine codon UUA. The tRNA is specified by bldA, whose transcription is activated by AdpA, linking the two key regulators of early development in a positive feedback loop (Higo et al., 2011; Fig. 10) . AdpA also strongly activates transcription of a gene that codes for a secreted protease inhibitor in both species. The inhibitor protein, called STI in the case of S. coelicolor, inhibits at least one protease (SCO1355) that promotes aerial hyphae formation (Kim et al., 2008; Fig. 10) . Interestingly, inactivation of STI is partly due to another extracellular protease (SCO5913), which has a UUA codon needing the tRNA specified by bldA in order to be translated (Fig. 10) . In the context of a general model, it has been speculated that induction of the inhibitor-inactivating enzyme (i.e. SCO5913) depends on a peptide signal imported by the oligopeptide transporter BldK (Chater et al., 2010; Fig. 10) . A short peptide signal (655 Da) was isolated that required BldK to restore aerial hyphae formation to a mutant blocked early in an extracellular signaling cascade, but the peptide sequence could not be determined (Nodwell & Losick, 1998) . In addition to the identity of the peptide, its mode of production, and its intracellular target, a key question is how SCO1355 promotes aerial hyphae formation. SCO1355 is a putative serine protease with a P-domain that interacts with STI and is similar to P-domains of eukaryotic proprotein convertases, suggesting SCO1355 cleaves proproteins required for aerial hyphae formation (Fig. 10) . Potential targets include SapB and secreted proteins described below. Despite the many questions that remain and the challenges inherent in studying proteases that function in the complex extracellular milieu, the lessons learned so far from investigations into M. xanthus A-signal, B. subtilis Phr peptides, and Streptomyces clearly indicate that extracellular proteases and peptide signals play important roles in bacterial development.
Production of lanthionine bridge-containing peptides
Streptomyces produce modified peptides with surfaceactive properties that together with amphipathic chaplin proteins described below are believed to coat hyphae and allow them to project upward by breaking surface tension at the colony-air interface (for review, see Willey & Gaskell, 2011) . SapB of S. coelicolor is derived from the 42-codon ramS gene embedded in a locus with RamC, which is believed to catalyze the formation of two lanthionine bridges, and with RamAB, an ABC transporter likely to export SapB. Recent work indicates that the 42-residue RamS translation product is produced constitutively and localizes to the membrane, where it awaits regulated expression of the other Ram proteins at the onset of aerial hyphae formation (Gaskell et al., 2012) . A 21-residue leader peptide is removed during the production of SapB, but the protease responsible and when it acts (i.e. before, during, or after transport) remain to be elucidated.
Production of anchored or secreted morphogenetic proteins
The chaplins are a family of cell wall-anchored or secreted proteins with surface-active properties that work with lanthionine-containing peptides described above to permit erection of aerial hyphae (Claessen et al., 2003; Elliot et al., 2003) . The three long chaplins of S. coelicolor were predicted to have C-terminal sorting signals for cleavage and linkage to the cell wall by one or more sortase enzymes, and the five short amyloid-forming chaplins were predicted to be secreted and to selfassemble between the long chaplins, being organized into rodlets on the surfaces of aerial hyphae and the spores that eventually form at their tips, by another family of secreted proteins called rodlins (Claessen et al., 2004) . Expression of the chaplins is regulated by r BldN (Elliot et al., 2003) and expression of rodlins depends on chaplins (Claessen et al., 2004) , ensuring that the proteins are expressed at the time of aerial hyphae formation. Little is known about their secretion, but recent work on two sortases involved in cleavage and anchoring of the long chaplins yielded some surprises (Duong et al., 2012) . A double mutant lacking both sortases was much more defective in aerial hyphae formation than a triple mutant lacking all three long chaplins. The double sortase mutant failed to transcribe aerial hyphae-specific genes, implicating the sortases in cleavage and anchoring of a protein other than chaplins that extracellularly regulates developmental progression. While the double sortase mutant lacked short chaplins on aerial surfaces as expected, the triple mutant lacking long chaplins unexpectedly had short chaplins on its surface, organized into rodlets with only slight defects. Therefore, the secreted short chaplins and the secreted rodlins assemble rodlets without anchoring to the cell wall by long chaplins. Nevertheless, the long chaplin mutant was significantly delayed for aerial hyphae formation, indicating that the long chaplins do play a role in morphogenesis.
It is worth noting that the S. coelicolor peptides and the short chaplins described above qualify as intercellular signals in the sense that producing cells can complement mutants extracellularly and/or the peptide or protein accumulates extracellularly and rescues aerial hyphae formation when added to mutants (Willey et al., 1991 (Willey et al., , 1993 Nodwell & Losick, 1998; Claessen et al., 2003) . Whether the short peptide normally leaves the surface of the producing cell before being imported by BldK is a question analogous to that debated for B. subtilis Phr peptides as described above. Similarly, the extent to which SapB or short chaplins normally leave the surface of the producing cell is unknown. In any case, SapB and the short chaplins are not believed to be taken up by recipient cells, nor are Fig. 10 . A model for the regulation of aerial hyphae formation by extracellular proteases, a protease inhibitor, and a peptide in Streptomyces coelicolor (Chater et al., 2010) . The adpA and 5913 genes contain TTA DNA sequences that specify UUA codons, which require the tRNA product of the bldA gene in order to be translated. 5913 is an extracellular protease that negatively regulates the protease inhibitor Streptomyces trypsin inhibitor (STI), which binds to and inhibits 1355, an extracellular protease proposed to cleave proproteins required for aerial hyphae formation. An unidentified peptide signal imported by BldK may induce expression of 5913, although this is speculative, as indicated by the question mark.
they believed to interact with a cell surface receptor. Rather, they are believed to coat hyphae and allow them to project upward. Interestingly, the coating has been proposed to form a cylindrical compartment that facilitates diffusion of nutrients and metabolites (perhaps signals too?) from the substrate to the growing tips of the aerial hyphae (Chater et al., 2010) . A protein that may function more like the M. xanthus C-signal has been described in S. griseus. The M. xanthus C-signal (p17) is believed to remain at the surface of the producing cell and interact with a receptor on the surface of a recipient cell as described above. Ironically, the S. griseus protein is named Factor C (for reviews, see Chater et al., 2010; Willey & Gaskell, 2011) . It is a 31-kDa protein with a 38-residue N-terminal TAT secretion signal that is cleaved upon export, but whether the protein remains membrane-associated via an N-terminal potential membrane spanning segment and whether the protein undergoes additional cleavage are unclear, although Factor C does not appear to be a diffusible signal.
Concluding remarks
We have reviewed examples of regulated proteolysis that involve destruction or activation of a regulatory protein, or production of a signal during bacterial development (Fig. 1) . A major theme in the section on destruction of regulatory proteins is that the same Clp proteases mediating adaptive responses can be temporally and spatially controlled to destroy key regulatory proteins during the cell cycle, sporulation, or biofilm disassembly and transition to motility. These proteases, as well as IMMPs that target membrane-associated substrates, make pathogens more deadly, so further studies of regulated proteolysis in model organisms will continue to positively impact the efforts to improve human health. IMMPs and other types of membrane-embedded or secreted proteases cleave membrane-associated substrates to activate them or change their activity, as reviewed in the second section. In the examples described, themes of multilayer control, morphological coupling, and proteolytic cascades emerged more prominently, adding complexity to the temporal and spatial control of the regulated proteolytic events. In the last section, perhaps the most important theme is that much remains to be learned about the production of intercellular signals by regulated proteolysis. With a few notable exceptions, the proteases involved in signal production remain to be identified. The few that have been identified are only beginning to be understood in terms of their regulation. Studying regulated proteolytic events that occur at membranes or in the extracellular milieu poses many challenges. It is our hope that the themes, connections, and questions identified in this review will stimulate further progress on the most important challenges facing a better understanding of regulated proteolysis in bacterial development and related areas. 
